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CONSCIOUS MANAGEMENT
„We transform you into the conscious Manager of
tomorrow, Now.“



In its origin, everything is spirit (mentalism). On a matter level, everything starts with a thought. And some of these 
thoughts (ideas) we want to turn into reality. For this aim Clarity-of-Purpose is needed and completely free of any 
restrictions like compromises. A compromise is only a limitation and therefore a temporary success - nothing sustainable.
If the goal is set consciously and crystal clear, then decision making becomes easy again.
We eliminate limits and doubts until the complete credibility of the objective (wished effect) is given.

WE CREATE CLARITY OF PURPOSE – THE IDEAL (EFFECT)

YOU TAKE OWNERSHIP OF WHAT IS MEANT TO BE (CAUSE)
The key to success, which has been forgotten, is to consciously re-frequency our natural central energy on the 
emotional level so that what we want to achieve inevitably becomes a reality. We must create an authentic cause for 
effect.
Causing means that we must move from wanting to having. We have to win first and then start. That is, when we have 
decided, we take ownership of the intention by directing our Central Energy so that we inwardly experience the 
fulfillment, the occurred being of the desired effect (We have achieved it).
You first win, then begin!



“We build, evaluate and execute professional and 
practical business models incl. financial and risk 
assessments that help you overcome bumps in your 
business road and achieve your goals.”



Whether for a start-up or for an existing company, we help you to create your Business Model so that you have an 
overview of whether and how your business activity can develop in 3 or 5 years.

Every idea needs a structure in order to implement it and above all to function sustainably, to reach as many people as 
possible and to save time and money. We support you in building up and unifying all 9 essential elements of any 
successful business:
• Customer Segmentation
• Value Propositions
• Channels
• Customer Relationships
• Revenue Streams

FROM THE IDEA TO THE BUSINESS MODEL

• Key Resources
• Key Activities
• Key Partnerships
• Cost Structure.

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
Beyond that we accompany you, in order not to leave it then with the business model. We support you also with the 
conversion into the reality, until it runs!



“We generate additional business for you by 
developing and implementing new and innovative 
products and services to expand your business and 
strengthen your core business.”



We help you to further expand your existing business by thinking and acting together "out-of-the-box" while not neglecting your core 
business. We achieve customer loyalty and more business with your existing portfolio by creating additional products and services for 
your clients.
We deliver the corresponding business plan and then we implement this plan together with you into reality, until it runs.

BUSINESS EXPANSION

INNOVATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING
As the responsible for innovation management and new products, we have set up and established the innovation processes in large 
and small companies in over 24 countries in such a way that it is possible in just a few steps and in a very structured manner to move 
from the idea to the new service for your customers and thus create added value for all.

How do we do that? Quite simply: We love problems. Because a problem is a situation preventing something from being achieved. As 
soon as we see a problem as an opportunity for improvement, we've almost made it halfway to the solution.
Then, we simplify, technify, filter out the unnecessary and then we focus on positive "what if...?" questions. Sounds simple and is 
simple; and it constantly results in innovative solutions delivery and business growth.
We will be happy to assist you in solving your business problems and expanding your activities.



“We transform your sales department into a 
sustainable business development.”
o Co-creating, not selling.
o Collaborate, not persuade.
o Partners, not targets.
o Delivery, not promises.



We help you to build up and expand your sales organization in such a way that you can concentrate on your own tasks.
For us, it's not just a question of which distribution channels you want to develop, whether indirect or direct. Rather, weI talk about 
which co-creators (not customers) you want to get together for long-term development. We do not speak about the "ideal customers", 
we speak about the "ideal partners".
Who would you like to cooperate with in the future (not persuade)? What are your right partners (not target groups)? And what is
your delivery (not promise) to them?
As a sales specialist, we have expanded existing sales structures within B2B and B2C in numerous countries in such a way that growth of 
the company was possible. As a Business Development Manager Consultant, we create sustainable growth in both qualitative and 
quantitative ways. We are happy to show you how.

CONVERSION OF ‘SALES’ TO ‘SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT’

TRAINING AND COACHING
We train and accompany your sales team and transform them into a methodically working business management team. We establish 
practical workshops with the aim to build a business development funnel and a clear 'hunter / farmer' organization. Together with your 
teams we promptly put any theory in action for having immediate positive impact on your customer portfolio and on your revenue 
results. We look forward to accompanying you on the path of transformation of (old) sales into (new) co-operational business 
development.



Contact us:
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